
Getting set up at Camp once you have arrived: 

1) After unhooking the RV from your vehicle-Go into the storage compartment on the side of RV 
take out leveling jack socket wrench. Go to the back of camper, lower stabilizing jacks onto 
boards to level camper. Put socket wrench back into the front storage compartment. Please be 
sure to read level instructions so that you do not bend the level jacks. 

2) Pull Out Electrical Cord at camp and plug into camper (if using the generator, adapter included to 
plug in camper to generator) 

3) Pull Out Garden Hose from Storage Compartment – attach waterline from camp to city waterline 
on the camper 

4) Turn On Propane tank/Go to Water Heater on back left side of camper/open black metal 
compartment, turn blue know to “pilot” Press red button and hold/ lite with lighter or match 
/turn knob to on/ (this is to have hot water in the camper) give it at least a half hour to heat 
up/be sure to close metal door on heater compartment after lit 

5) Go Into front storage compartment take out orange/clear sewage head/ go to back of camper 
remove duct tape on right side of back bumper/remove black cap/ you will find the orange and 
black sewage hose/ pull out attached orange clear head to the hose/ please be sure to 
reattached the duct tape so that the cap does not fall off during travel/ attach the hose to 
sewage line on camper, and into the sewage head on the ground at camp. Pull Gray Valve to 
Open, Pull Black Valve to Open. (Located right next to sewage line on camper) 

6) To Use Heater: Pilot must be lit, and you must move the lever on the thermostat next to the TV. 
It is hard to move, but you must force it as it is hard to move 

7) Stovetop use inside of camper-turn pilot to “lite”; use stick lighter to lite. 
8) Shower-make sure valve on shower head is turned all the way left or right if no water is coming 

out. 
9) TV-Use remote to turn on/select “Menu”/Channels/Scan for Channels-you should then be able to 

watch tv 
10) Refrigerator- will work with electricity, propane, or generator. During hot summer months the 

refrigerator takes up to 24 hours to get cool 

Getting ready to leave Camp: 

1) Unplug electrical cord and push back into camper. 
2) Close valves to gray tank and black tank 
3) Remove orange and black sewage hose, be sure to empty completed into the ground before 

removing. Take garden hose and spray out hose to clean before putting it back in the bumper 
behind the camper. Be sure that duct tape is secure, so that the cap does not come off. Put orange 
clear head back in storage compartment  

4) Remove water hose from camper, make sure completely drained and put back in storage 
compartment  

5) Turn off pilot for Heater 
6) Get socket wrench out of storage compartment, go to back of camper and raise stabilizing jacks to 

put in place for travel 
7) Make sure blinds are completely up and secure in the camper, close all windows, lock up camper 
8) Connect vehicle to camper-HAVE SAFE TRIP BACK 



9) *If a situation arises, and we end up having to deliver or pick up the RV, there will be a $4.00 a 
mile tow charge.  

Lee’s #315-530-8494/Misty’s #315-729-8975 Call or Text with any questions during your trip. ENJOY!! 

 

 

 

 


